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The solitary white-flowering horse
chestnut with a mild infestation
of horse chestnut leaf miner
and bleeding canker symptoms
probably caused by Phytophthora
sp. or Pseudomonas syringae pv.
aesculi.

Holes are made every
150mm around the tree
using a 4.5mm (11/64") drill
to a depth of 50mm (2"). Matt
Woolger pictured.

Some of the English oak trees were
showing signs of acute oak decline –
bleeding between the bark plates with
associated D-shaped exit holes caused by
Agrilus biguttatus (oak jewel beetle).

Loading the Chemjet
Injector is a simple syringetype operation.

Trees in Britain face an
unprecedented collection of
concerted threats to their very
existence. Landowners, including
developers and local authorities,
have no trouble in finding someone
to say the trees are damaged
goods, and fell what are often no
more than ‘awkward’ trees ‘in the
way’.
There is an uncanny connection
between ‘awkward’ trees and
weeds. A weed is defined as
a green plant growing in the
wrong place at the wrong time, a
description which fits thousands
of trees destroyed every day. Over
and above this ritual slaughter
and wanton destruction is the
out-of-control onslaught from
‘trainloads’ of alien insect pests
and pathogens now alighting at UK
‘central’.

”

Matt inserts the ‘locked and
loaded’ injector firmly into
each hole by twisting in a
clockwise direction until
the nozzle is at the required
depth.

Injector body is held
down with one hand while
simultaneously twisting
the plunger by a quarter
anticlockwise turn to unlock
the mechanism.

Injecting ideas and energy
into tree care
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THESE ARE NOT MY WORDS BUT THOSE OF A PROFESSIONAL
ARBORIST WITH A STRONG ETHOS ROOTED FIRMLY IN TREE
CARE AND WHO CANNOT UNDERSTAND WHY MORE IS NOT
PROACTIVELY DONE TO PROTECT AND STRENGTHEN TREES.
He views the chainsaw as a reluctant last resort rather than a
preferred relished option. essentialARB travelled down to Kent to
meet him.

M

att Woolger, owner of Tamillek Tree Care near Paddock
Wood in Kent, is a self-ascribed ‘holistic’ carer of trees.
His company has previously featured in essentialARB for its
commitment to soil decompaction. “Decompaction allows
trees to fully exploit their immediate environment, to avoid
physiological disorder and bolster resistance to insect pests
and pathogens,” says Matt, one of many professional arborists
who are forced to think ‘outside of the box’, beyond the
establishment’s ideas and frontiers of UK forestry and arb.

resilience and resistance to infection and disease development.
“And also ‘allicin’, the common name for a natural garlic
extract claimed to assist in the management of insect pests and
diseases.”
The broad range of currently available tree injection equipment
covers a correspondingly wide spectrum of magnitude,
operating pressure, ease of use and outlay. Matt appears to
have chosen well by tapping into a low-cost hand-applied
instrument, easy to use and maintain. Matt initially had to
‘go’ a long way to acquire this injector as a free sample from
its equally enthusiastic Australian manufacturer, although he
subsequently located a UK distributor.

Thinking outside the box
Matt’s ongoing interest is in tree injection for the targeted
introduction of natural complementary chemicals to maximise
tree growth and vigour, to boost and bolster resilience to pest
and pathogen attack and increase the capacity for damage
repair.
“There is nothing new in tree injection,” says Matt, “but we need
to give the working arborist in the UK every option and tool
for holistic tree care,” adding with conviction how the urban
landscape is “becoming deforested before our very eyes.”
Matt Woolger has clearly done his research and cites examples
from Kuala Lumpur to Kentucky where tree injection is used
to boost, bolster and ‘blossom’ anything and everything from
cocoa with Phytophthora stem canker to oaks infected by
Chalara quercina (oak wilt).
No one, least of all Matt,
claims injection goes beyond
the contemporary frontiers of
tree care because the method
is deployed worldwide and
in countries with inherently
low levels of economic and
technological development.
What it does exceed, however,
is the capability and capacity
of the UK tree establishment
and especially the UK plant
health authorities with their
long-standing inertia when it
comes to anything chemical
being used to assist trees.
Try asking the UK plant health
authorities why it is OK to
spray copper fungicide/
bactericide to control bacterial
canker (Pseudomonas syringae
pv mors-prunorum) on edible
varieties of cherry, but not
alright to even experiment with the same copper-based products
on horse chestnut trees faced with bacterial bleeding canker
caused by Pseudomonas syringae pv aesculi. Answers on a
postcard please!

The ring of injectors is now
firmly established around
the circumference of the
English oak tree.

Matt is not interested in injecting amenity trees with dedicated
pesticide products which is just as well, because unlike the rest of
the world where a whole range are available for tree injection,
no such products are approved for use on amenity trees in the
UK. “My interest is in the phosphites,” says Matt adding how
these nutrients are known for their ability to enhance a tree’s

Chemjet injectors which are firmly secured into the trunk of the
white-flowering horse chestnut tree. The two shown here are either
side of an area where bark bleeding has occurred.

A stunningly simple tree injector
The equipment in question is the Chemjet Injector, a springloaded device with a 20mm tapered nozzle to assist its insertion
into the tree. Just like a simple syringe the liquid chemical is
drawn into the graduated chamber in volumes up to 20ml.
The injector is then locked off by turning the plunger handle
a quarter turn in a clockwise direction. “The injector is springloaded at 23 psi (pounds per square inch),” says Matt, adding
how this corresponds to the ‘turgor’ pressure exerted by
physiologically active tissue in the tree’s vascular system, to
ensure optimum uptake of chemical.
This order of pressure is very much at the lower end of the range
offered by tree injectors on the market. It avoids tissue damage
around the injection site that could otherwise interfere with sap
flow and/or raise the bark and open up the trees to infection by
secondary invaders and wound pathogens.
Matt demonstrated the system inside a residual patch of
woodland comprising mature oaks with the occasional lime,
ash, horse chestnut and yew, now marooned on an industrial
estate and clearly in need of a health-boosting tonic. Some
of the oaks showed bleeding between the bark plates with
accompanying D-shaped exit holes of Agrilus biguttatus (oak
jewel beetle), symptoms which are currently associated with the
ongoing epiphytotic (epidemic) of acute oak decline (AOD).
Patches of bark on the sole magnificent white-flowering horse
chestnut tree were oozing the amber brown fluid, depressingly
indicative of bacterial bleeding canker.
Stunningly simple is how Matt describes the Chemjet Injector
and his assessment turned out to be spot on. Holes are made
every 150mm around the tree using a 4.5mm (11/64") drill
to a depth of 50mm (2"), just enough to insert and secure the
tapered end of the injector nozzle into the sapwood. From
experience Matt finds creation of a subtle bevel around the lip
of the hole, as the drill is withdrawn, facilitates much easier
insertion of the injector nozzle.
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A locked and loaded injector is inserted firmly into each hole
by twisting in a clockwise direction until the nozzle is at the
required depth. With a ring of injectors now firmly established
around the circumference of the tree each one is unlocked. The
injector body is held down with one hand while simultaneously
twisting the plunger by a quarter anticlockwise turn to unlock
the mechanism. Matt taps the end to ensure activation which is
signalled by a reassuring click.
We simply stood back and watched the ring of injectors feed the
liquid into the tree’s sapwood at a low 23 psi. For the 200-yearold English oak this took no more than 20 minutes. Drill bits and
injector nozzles can be disinfected as appropriate with WD40,
which also acts as a lubricant, and the tiny holes sealed with
wax.

Sophisticated in its simplicity
‘Sophisticated in its simplicity’ is how I would describe this
system. Given Matt’s experience in ‘selling’ soil decompaction to
his customers, and his views on how well tree injection is likely
to go down with his clientele, this appears to be an appropriate
assessment.
Using the ‘appliance of science’ analogy, Matt says, “The client
wants to see something scientific and which relates to the price
being quoted.” He recites the classic customer response when
faced with the need to care for a tree: ‘I love trees. How much
did you say it will cost?!’ “There is definitely a sub-conscious,
head-inclining threshold there,” says Matt. “If you cross that
threshold tree care is invariably ruled out in favour of felling. You
can have all the technology you want but if it turns out to be too
costly it will simply gather dust in the laboratory or workshop,”
he says.
You can see where Matt is coming from in this respect. Trees
have traditionally been treated with phosphite using cruder
application methods such as root drenching. Customers will

clearly attribute much more worth to a tree care and rescue
project when they see geometrically-arranged, graduated
injectors feeding chemical into the tree rather than a man with a
‘bucket of splosh’.
As Matt says, “The bottom line is saving the tree but once the
number crunching starts it is not so clear-cut.” Even this relatively
simple system takes time and therefore costs money but with the
Chemjet Injector purchased at little more than a tenner apiece,
and potassium phosphite considerably cheaper to buy than
dedicated pesticides, then cost should be on everyone’s side.

Highly targeted tree injection
The highly targeted nature of tree injection underpins its strength
as a chemical application system. The chemical is placed inside
the tree, in this case into the sapwood, for subsequent transport
and translocation around the tree. Being inside the tree the
chemical does not suffer from spray run-off from the foliage
or erosion and wash-off by rainfall and the accumulation of
dew. Injected chemical cannot leak out into the environment.
Unlike root drenching, targeted application by stem injection
does not expose the root zone, with its delicate web of beneficial
organisms and especially mycorrhizal fungi, to unnecessary
chemical risk.
Systemically-acting chemicals – that is chemicals which can be
moved around inside the tree – show either acropetal movement
or basipetal movement. The former is defined as the movement
towards the shoots and leaves; the latter is defined as movement
towards the roots. Phosphites have the benefit of both.
Matt plans to use tree injection in tandem with decompaction
while pointing out the many situations, such as street trees,
where decompaction is logistically impossible and tree injection
becomes the stand-alone option.
Matt doesn’t mince his words when it comes to what he sees
as the increasingly parlous state of Britain’s trees. “Council

Phosphite fog partially lifted
The chemistry of the phosphites, in relation to other similar sounding phosphorouscontaining compounds (i.e. the phosphates and phosphonates), and the use of
phosphites as nutrients to enhance resilience and resistance of plants (including trees) to
disease is an extremely grey area. The essentials that you need to know are:

•

Increased resilience and resistance of trees to disease following nutrient treatment
with potassium phosphite is most marked with the Oomycetes, a group of funguslike microbes which includes the Phytophthora pathogens.

•

More recent evidence suggests beneficial effects, operating through the tree, may
counter a wider spectrum of disease-causing organisms including plant pathogenic
bacteria such as Pseudomonas syringae pv. aesculi, the causal organism of
bacterial bleeding canker of horse chestnut.

•

Phosphite is truly systemic and will move all around the tree to reach every part
of it. Phosphite absorbed by the roots will reach the leaves, while that absorbed by
the foliage will reach the roots.

•

Phosphite enhances the resilience and resistance of trees to disease by inducing
production (by the tree) of disease-countering chemicals called phytoalexins and
by strengthening tissues.

•

Phosphite appears to act as a vehicle for the absorption of calcium by the roots.
The improved movement of this normally ‘immobile’ nutrient (calcium) around
the tree is thought to play a key role in tissue strengthening. Calcium is needed to
make calcium pectate, the cement-like substance which holds plant cells together.

•

Potassium phosphites (mono-potassium phosphite [KHPO3] and di-potassium
phosphite [K2HPO3]) are potassium salts of phosphorous acid. They are available
in liquid form.

•

Like all chemical products, those containing potassium phosphite are sold with strict
instructions including dilution rates for application and safety precautions during
use.

•

Potassium phosphite is a plant nutrient with a disease-countering dimension.
Potassium phosphite acts through the plant’s (tree’s) physiology to counter
infection and disease development.

•

In some countries, products containing potassium phosphite are classed as
fungicides/bactericides and therefore have approval for use as pesticides.

•

Not so in the EU (including the UK). Potassium phosphite is classed as a plant
nutrient and therefore does not have approval for use as a pesticide.

•

You are not allowed (in the UK) to apply potassium phosphite with the express
purpose of eradicating, controlling or suppressing disease or protecting a tree
against disease.

•

Phosphates are also nutrients but differ from phosphites in having an additional
oxygen atom in the molecule. For instance, the chemical formula of potassium
phosphate is K3PO4 while that of di-potassium phosphate is K2HPO4.

•

You are allowed (in the UK) to apply a product containing potassium phosphite for
nutritional benefit of the tree. If as an indirect result of nutrient application the
tree is able to avoid, ward-off, combat, counter, isolate and even neutralise the
disease, then all so well and good.

•

The term phosphonate is regularly interchanged with phosphite although strictly
speaking this is incorrect. The term phosphonate should be reserved for the
complicated forms of phosphite containing carbon atoms with a side group
attached.
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budgets are in
visual decline
with managed
decline of trees
now the philosophy
of austerity,” he
says. He is also
scathing of those
in the industry
whose ethics and
ethos appear to
be, ‘I love trees; I
cut them down all
day’.

Matt inserts an injector into the stem of the
white-flowering horse chestnut tree.

“This kind of
attitude amongst
some tree surgeons
is equivalent to a
vet volunteering to
slaughter animals
in an abattoir,”
says Matt.

He sees this ‘fell
them first and fast’ approach as a largely UK problem and
contrasts it with the attitude in the Netherlands where everything
possible is done to save a tree.
Some may think Matt Woolger is harsh in his judgements but
looking in from the outside I see case after case where trees are
unnecessarily felled, often against the community’s wishes, and
with excuses given by developers and councils enough to make

you laugh and cry at the same time. The bit that gets to me most
is the obligatory post-felling comment about replacement and
replanting, as though trees grow overnight. In the natural order
of things trees should outlive those who plant them.

Damage limitation
The accepted consensus for UK plant health authorities’ disdain
for tree injection goes back four decades to the damage caused
by repeated injection of systemic fungicides using large-gauge
high-pressure systems to control Dutch elm disease. You only
have to look at the completely negative stance adopted by the
‘plant health powerbrokers’ in the UK government when Dr
Glynn Percival at Bartlett Tree Experts tried to get approval for
the use of a systemic fungicide to manage Chalara dieback in
amenity ash trees back in November 2012 (essentialARB No.
43).
FERA appears to have passed over the option of tree injection
in their fungicide trials within the government’s ‘Chalara
Management Plan, March 2013’, to focus on foliar application
of protectant fungicides to ash trees. Given the spore spreading
nature and the systemic status of Chalara fraxinea inside
the tree, they could not have chosen a more inappropriate
application technique if they had tried (essentialARB No. 46)
Matt accepts there is an invasive dimension to his technique as
there always has been with any tree injection method. However,
with new injection technology this becomes ‘miniscule’ in relation
to the biomass of a mature tree and considerably less than the
boring activities of a single Agrilus biguttatus beetle larva.
Dr Terry Mabbett
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